
Who we work with…Who we work with…
• Teachers
• Principals
• Directors
• Superintendents
• District teams
• School teams
• Curriculum consultants

What we do…What we do…
Our experience working with 
educators has shown us how 
putting thinking at the core of 
learning enhances any initiative
or educational goal, including: 
• Truth and Reconciliation
• Leadership
• Inclusion
• Special education
• Indigenous learners
• Assessment
• Design thinking
• Teaching for Competency
• Instructional strategies
• Diff erentiation
• Engagement
• Literacy 
• Numeracy

…and in all subject areas including 
math, science, the arts, and more.

How we do it…How we do it…
• Face-To-Face

 Keynotes
 Shoulder-to-shoulder
 Workshops
 One-on-one coaching
 Model lessons
 Co-plan/co-teach/co-assess
 Supporting professional inquiry 

communities/networks/PLCs

• Online
 Coaching courses
 PD for remote schools
 One-on-one coaching

• Resource Development
 Direct to student materials
 Customized teaching/learning 

resources
 Development or co-development 

of resources

Working together to nurture high quality thinking in all learners. 
Critical Thinking  •  Creative Thinking  •  Collaborative Thinking

Visit tc2.ca to learn more

Co-sponsored by

Garfield Gini-newman               roland Case

Leading educational change 
for a 21st century world

CREATING THINKINGCLASSROOMS
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The Critical Thinking Consortium (TC2) is a nonprofit association that 

has worked with more than 125,000 educators across Canada and in 

the United States, Europe, Asia, the Middle East and the Caribbean to 

support critical, creative and collaborative thinking from kindergarten 

to graduate school.

“The TC2 model transformed teaching and learning and enhanced 

student achievement. we have direct evidence of teacher and student 

growth through feedback provided as a component of the international 

Baccalaureate curriculum review and assessment models. furthermore, 

student performance on inquiry and critical thinking assessment tasks 

improved significantly.”

—Rosemary Evans, formerly Director of Academics, 
Branksome Hall, Ontario

“as we near the end of a three-year aisi project 

focused on infusing the critical thinking process into 

best practices, i continue to be inspired and excited 

by the learning that has taken place with our teachers 

and students. What at first seemed daunting and 

overwhelming has become embedded in the work we do 

with students. our students embrace critical challenges 

and view them as opportunities to become personally 

involved in tasks that require judgment . . .”

—Ingrid Phare, lead teacher, Parkland School Division, Alberta

Garfield Gini-

Garfield Gini-



The Critical Thinking Consortium… The Critical Thinking Consortium… 
your partner in critical, creative, and collaborative thinking!your partner in critical, creative, and collaborative thinking!

Contact our professional learning consultant, Judy Richards, jrichardstc2@gmail.com
to learn more about TC² and explore how we might work with you!  

For more than 25 years, The Critical Thinking 
Consortium (TC2) has partnered with schools,
school districts, and other educational organizations 
to promote quality critical, creative, and collaborative 
thinking. The TC2 approach supports educators
in developing:
• competencies  required for thinking and communicating
• deep understanding of the curriculum 
• thoughtful and responsible action
• engagement with the world 

The TC2 framework can be used as a comprehensive 
guide for nurturing a thinking classroom
and guiding other educational initiatives by:
• shaping a climate to support thinking
• creating opportunities for quality thinking
• building the capacity to think
• providing guidance to inform thinking

TC²’s framework invites students to think for themselves, 
consider reasoned alternatives, and make meaningful
choices based on criteria.  

Become a partner or individual member and enjoy a wide range of benefi ts

 access to a rich and growing collection of high-quality resources:
 Tools for Thought: tc2.ca/t4t
 Source Docs: tc2.ca/sourcedocs
 Professional Library: tc2.ca/library

 20% off  print and online resources 

 20% off  ALL online and face-to-face professional learning sessions. Possible sessions include: 
 Assessing for Thinking
 Teaching and Assessing for Competencies
 Linking Indigenous Ways of Knowing with Critical Thinking

Go to tc2.ca/shop to become an individual member and get all this for only $40 a year!

Pivotal Voices

Recognizing an Historic Injustice: 
Canada’s First National Internment 
Operations, 1914–1920

AutHORs Atul Bahl Ilan Danjoux Lindsay Gibson James Miles

seRIes edItOR   Roland Case edItORs   Atul Bahl Roland Case

Pivotal Voices is a project of The Critical Thinking Consortium. TC2 is a non-profit 
partnership of schools, school districts, faculties of education, teacher professional 
associations, universities and other educational organizations. Its aim is to promote 
critical thinking from primary to post-secondary education through partner-sponsored 
professional development, publications and research.
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What important advice about energy efficiency might our homes give?LESSON CHALLENGECreate an interview with a home to describe actions and behaviours that can improve household 

energy efficiency. 

Activity sheets
•	 How Energy Efficient is the Home? (Activity sheet A)•	 Improving Home Energy Efficiency (Activity sheet B)•	 Planning an Interview (Activity sheet C)Briefing sheets

•	 Advice From a Home (Briefing sheet A)•	 What is an Energy-Efficient Home? (Briefing sheet B)Online sources
•	 https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/homes/20548•	 https://www.efficiencyalberta.ca/seven-ways-to-save/•	 http://aref.ab.ca/top-10-energy-efficiency-tips-for-the-home/•	 https://energyrates.ca/15-tips-to-cut-energy-costs-this-winter/•	 https://www.greenhomeguide.com/know-how/article/9-ways-to-
make-your-home-more-energy-efficientAssessment materials

•	 Assessing My Understanding of Energy-EfficientHomes (Assessment materials A)

Background knowledge 
Ì home energy use

Critical thinking vocabulary 
Ì rating
Ì criteria 

Thinking strategies   
Ì rating scale

Habits of mind   
Ì attentive to detail
Ì flexible

In this lesson, students explore actions and behavioursthat can improve the energy efficiency of a home. To beginthe lesson, students identify factors that might increaseor decrease the energy efficiency of a home featured in animage. Students then use their observations to co-createthe criteria for an energy-efficient home. Students use thiscriteria to identify actions that might improve the energyefficiency of a home described in an interview. To concludethe lesson, students create an interview with their homes todescribe the important advice their homes might give aboutimproving energy efficiency.

SUMMARY

MATERIALS

Broad understanding
Students will understand that many actions and behaviours can improve the energy efficiency of a home.

THINKING TOOLS

LESSON INQUIRY QUESTION

Criteria for judgment  
Ì criteria for an energy-efficient home

» cost-effective
» kind to the environment 
» comfortable and healthy

Ì criteria for an effective interview question
» require more than a yes or no answer
» build on interesting background information
» draw out important ideas and information

What important advice about energy efficiency might our homes give?
Create an interview with a home to describe actions and behaviours that can improve household 

Home? (Activity
Efficiency (Activity

(Activity sheet C)

(Briefing sheet A)
Home? (Briefing

https://www.nrcan.gc.ca/energy/efficiency/homes/20548https://www.efficiencyalberta.ca/seven-ways-to-save/http://aref.ab.ca/top-10-energy-efficiency-tips-for-the-home/https://energyrates.ca/15-tips-to-cut-energy-costs-this-winter/https://www.greenhomeguide.com/know-how/article/9-ways-to-

Energy-Efficient

explore actions andenergy efficiency ofidentify factors that mightefficiency of a home
their observationsenergy-efficient home. Studentsthat might improvedescribed in an interview.

interview with
their homes

LESSON INQUIRY QUESTION

1

Where does energy come from?
Lesson ChaLLenge

Create three important questions about the resources that are used to generate electricity in alberta.

activity sheets

•	 Asking Important Questions (Activity
sheet A)

Briefing sheets

•	 Using Coal to Generate E
lectricity (Briefing sheet A)

•	 Using Water to Generate Electricity
(Briefing sheet B)

•	 Using Natural Gas to Gen
erate Electricity (Briefing sh

eet C)

•	 Using the Sun to Generate Electricity (Bri
efing sheet D)

•	 Using Wind to Generate Electricity (Bri
efing sheet E)

Image sets
•	 Mystery Resource (Image set A)

•	 Coal (Image set B)

•	 Hydro (Image set C)

•	 Natural Gas (Image set D)

•	 Solar (Image set E)

•	 Wind (Image set F)

assessment materials

•	 Assessing My Understanding of Sources
of Electricity

(Assessment materials A)

Background knowledge 

Ì knowledge of the resources 

used to generate electricity 

in Alberta

Critical thinking vocabulary 

Ì observation

Ì inference

Ì question

Criteria for judgment  

Ì criteria for an important 

question
» helps us better 

understand something

» looks for answers that 

aren’t already known

» asks for more 
information about 

interesting or key ideas

Thinking strategies   

Ì 5Ws + How questions

Ì observations chart

habits of mind   

Ì attentive to detail

In this lesson, students develop
important questions about

the resources used to genera
te electricity in Alberta. To begin,

students develop the criteria
for an important question. Students

are then provided with images depicting the resources
used

to generate electricity in Alberta. After making observations

about the images, students develop quest
ions about an assigned

resource. Students discover m
ore about the resource, then

use

this information to refine their questions. Working in groups,

they then develop three important questions about an
assigned

resource.The lesson concludes with the class sele
cting the three

most important questions to ask abo
ut the resources used to

generate electricity in Alberta.

summary

maTerIaLs

Lesson InQuIry QuesTIon

Broad understanding

Students will understand that many 

types of resources are used to generate 

electricity in Alberta. 

ThInkIng TooLs

Pivotal Voices
tc2.ca/pv

Solar Energy
tc2.ca/solar

Reconciliation
tc2.ca/reconciliation/

Access to free resources
Enjoy FREE access to exemplary lesson 
plans, inquiry activities, carefully selected 
images, video collections, articles and 
other resources and tools that nurture 
critical, creative, and collaborative 
thinking. Here is a sampling of FREE
resources to get you started:

Scan the code to see 
our full membership 
benefi ts or go to
tc2.ca/membership

Go to tc2.ca to learn more.    


